2021 Architectural & Environmental Deliverable Rubric
This rubric serves as a guide to help your team submit a high quality deliverable. Scoring will be
based on the following criteria for each part of the deliverable. For more information, please
refer to the general official rules and the deliverable description document. This rubric shall
serve only as a guide, and has no power to supersede or override the aforementioned documents.
Any deliverable submitted that has more than 4 pages (including title page) will not be scored.
Formatting reminders: 11 pt, single-spaced, US Letter, Times New Roman font with 1 in. marg
ins, 4 page limit.
Category/Part

An excellent document...

A poor document

Points

Title Page:
Name of school,
rendering image of
your structure, names
of all team members
and the designated team
captain(s).

Contains all required items, Is missing one or more
neatly arranged on the title items; render is missing
page; render is of high
or inadequate.
quality and architecturally
appealing design.

10

Part 1:
Architectural
Challenges

Effective facade design;
thoughtful layout of
hospital rooms; clear
diagrams and drawings to
support responses

Fails to address one or
more of the architectural
challenges; lacks
understanding of hospital
layout; drawings are
missing or insufficient

35

Part 2:
Environmental
Challenges

Describes plans to earn
LEED points; includes
thorough research and
elaborate plans; provides
effective solutions to
minimize the
environmental impacts

Lacks research content;
does not consider the
LEED system; does not
provide reasoning and
explanation to justify
environmental solutions

30

Writing, Organization
and Presentation:
Grammar, spelling,
clarity, punctuation,
sentence structure,
word choice, neatness,
aesthetics.

Is essentially free of
grammar and spelling
errors; each sentence is
structured effectively; has a
good range and accuracy of
vocabulary; logically
organized; formatted
professionally.

Has many grammatical
and spelling mistakes;
contains poor sentence
structure; extremely
limited vocabulary;
poorly organized; is not
formatted appropriately.

25

Work Cited or

Is consistent in format and

Is inconsistent in format

Req’d

2021 Architectural & Environmental Deliverable Rubric
Reference Page:
Does not count for the
page limit

all references or citations
are correctly cited

or not included in the
document

